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Rough Guides welcomes four more world-class cities into the new Pocket series. Each

small-format, full-color city guide is the ideal companion for independent travelers on any budget.

Pocket Rough Guides serve up all the key sights and best restaurants, shopping, and bars with

Rough Guides' trademark eloquence and honesty. Whether you have an afternoon or a few days at

your disposal, Pocket Rough Guides help the curious experience all they can. Divided by area for

easy navigation, the Places section is the heart of the guides, with neighborhood-by-neighborhood

descriptions complemented by listings of the must-see sights and our pick of the places to eat,

drink, and dance. Each Pocket Rough Guide also includes a "Best of" section that captures the

highlights of the city and tips travelers off to the most exciting and unique experiences. Carefully

curated Itineraries help plan Ã¢â‚¬â€• and personalize Ã¢â‚¬â€• any trip, making the most of every

moment. And, with the full-color detachable map tucked in the back cover, you can even ditch the

guide and go stealth for an afternoon.
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An essential part of your luggage Travel Weekly

We took this book and the Frommers Day by Day guide to Hong Kong and Macau and basically

ended up throwing away the Frommers book. This one was so much better! Great neighborhood

maps, suggestions of things to do, explanations of what you are seeing. You can use this to plan



your whole trip and get you around the whole time. This, plus a detailed transit map from the hotel

was all we needed.

I am a confirmed Kindle user and prefer e-books to printed books whenever they are available

(especially for traveling). But guidebooks are one huge exception. Maps are hard to find in a flash

and almost always unreadable. Much better to have well-thumbed pages to guide you than to

fumble with an e-reader. This is entirely about the medium, not the message. The guidebook itself is

fine.

This guide is definitely a pocket reference, not a definitive guide. It lists many interesting attractions

and gives details about them as well. There are a few restaurant and hotel recommendations, but

not a lot. This guide would be good as a quick reference, but if you are planning your trip in

advance, you may want to look for a more comprehensive guide.

Great little guide to Hong Kong. The size makes it easy to keep in your purse. It also had great

information about a number of attractions - although a lot of hotels were missing.

I have been to Hong Kong 3 prior trips, though the last one was 10 yrs ago. I got this book to refresh

my memory. That it did, but it also provided tips and places I had not see. Well worth the money.

Handy book that fits nicely in a purse or backpack without taking up a lot of room. My sister and I

constantly referred to 'the book' for whatever we were looking to do or see. Don't travel without it.

I used this and the Top 10 guide on our recent trip. This book had the better detailed maps and

descriptions although some of the restaurants were out of date.
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